Included materials:
• 3 bottles of Non-Toxic, washable Watercolors Blue, Yellow & Magenta.
• 1 Paint brush
• 1 White crayon
• 1 Straw
• Watercolor paper
Other things you might use; a green crayon, a black crayon or
marker, a paper plate, cup or plastic container/lid. Also paper
towel, rags or even an apron, this might get messy!

3 Squeeze a few drops of paint
onto the circle (you can use
two colors, do not use three or
you will get a very dark color).

4 Take your straw and blow
1 Cover the table with a

garbage bag, plastic table
cloth or use the lid to a storage
container and wear old clothes
or an apron.

directly on top of your paint
circle and aim it towards the
edges of the paper, the water
will go where it wants. Keep
adding water and paint until
you see a monster in your
painting, then set aside to dry.

2 Using your paint brush, dip in 5 Add mouth, teeth, tongue,
water and make a large circle/ tentacles, fins, claws, anything
squiggly lines in the middle of that you want! Glue your
your paper.
googley eyes in place.
Need extra help? Check out these videos;
Monster - Part 1
www.youtube.com/watch?v=9e9yjia12_Q

Monster - Part 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fV1RxZTE2lw

Contact the Merrymeeting
Arts Center & the
Bowdoinham Public Library.

FMI

• To Patty Norzow for
designing this project.
• To the Anonimo Foundation
for providing the funding.

“Thank You”

This project may get
messy, so cover your
table with plastic or
paper, look through
the re-cycling for
supplies, use an old
jar or can for water.
Also, make sure
you flatten out the
paper and read
all the instructions
before you start
your project.
Have Fun!

Monster Blow Art

Primary & Secondary Colors video;
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=kxmsxzHIelc

Helpful tips:

3 projects - 1 kit!

Wow, Watercolors!

Flower Blow Art
1 Cover the table with a 3 Squeeze a few
garbage bag, plastic table
cloth or use the lid to a storage
container and wear old clothes
or an apron.

2 Using your paint brush, dip

Need extra help? Check out these videos;
Flower - Part 1
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysM9R2MZPfU

drops onto the circle Flower - Part 2
www.youtube.com/watch?v=35YsDa5d9jM
(you can use two
colors, do not use
three or you will get a very dark
color).

in water and make a large wet 4 Take your straw and blow
circle/squiggly lines near the directly on top of your paint
top of your paper.
circle, the water will go where
it wants and create a beatiful
bloom. Set aside to dry.

5 Make the stem/leaves using

your green crayon or use
your white crayon to draw the
veins in your leaves where you
would like them to be. Mix a
few drops of yellow and a drop
of blue in a plastic cup/paper
plate. Paint your stem/leaves.

Starry Sky
1 Cover the table with a

garbage bag, plastic table
cloth or use the lid to a storage
container and wear old clothes
or an apron.

2 Start by drawing your

mountains. Color them in with
a marker or black crayon.
Make them nice and dark.

3

Using your white
crayon, make many star
marks in the sky area,
maybe even a shooting
star or a constellation.

4 Take your paint brush,
dip in water and wet the
sky area (if you used

marker, try not to touch the
marker with the water or it
may bleed into your sky, if this
happens, it is still okay).
If you used crayons for your
mountains, you can also paint
over your mountains to fill in
any of the white paper.

5 Squeeze 6 or 7 drops of

blue onto the wet sky and
then squeeze a few drops of
magenta here and there. Take
your paintbrush and move the
paint around until it covers your
sky area.
If you want to make a cloudy
looking sky, take a paper
towel and gently press
the painted sky in a few
places to remove some
of the paint (you can see
where I did this in the top
left).
Set aside to dry.
The paint will resist the
crayon and your stars will
appear as your painting
dries!

